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'* * '* * Semor vice Prescent

Detroit
Edison _,c,mo_,m,_,= =-"

July 7, 1989
NRC-89-0125

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attention: Document Control Desk
Washington, D. C. 20555

References: 1) Fermi 2
NIC Docket No. 50-341
NRC License No. NPF-43

2) NBC Inspection Report 89015,
dated May 31, 1989

Subject: Detroit Edison Response to NRC Unresolved
Item 89015-02

Enclosed is Detroit Edison's response to Unresolved Item 89015-02
which concerns the use of Potential Design Changes (PDCs) to correct
deficiencies identified in Lead Design Documents versus initiating a
Devlation Event Report (DER) . As discussed in the enclosed response,
our PDC program is not intended to replace our Deviation Event Report
Program. It is only intended that PDCs may be used alone to resolve
same minor issues that are not conditions adverse to quality. DERS
will be initiated if the PDC evaluation leads to the conclusion that
there is a condition adverse to quality.

If you have any questions, please contact Joseph Pendergast at (313)
586-1682.

Sincerely,

Enclosure

cc: A. B. Davis
R. C. Knop
W. G. Rogers
J. F. Stang
Region III
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RESPONSE TO E UNRESGNED ITEM 89015-02

he cover letter for Inspection Report 89015 (Reference 2) asked for a -
discussion concerning use of the Potential Design Change (PDC) program
versus the Deviation Event Report (DER) . %ree concerns were noted.

The first area of concern was how.our PDC progran determines root
cause, trends, and performs additional reviews and actions if lead
design document deficiencies are found to be pervasive. We PDC
program does not include root cause determination or tracking and
trending of changes. If lead design document deficiencies are found
to be conditions adverse to quality or pervasive, the requirements of
Fermi. Implementing Procedure FIP-cal-01, " Deviation and Corrective
Action Reporting", are in effect and a DER is required. %e DER
resolution will include root cause determination, possibly reviews for
a3ditional document deficiencies, and tracking and trending of the
resolution. DERs are and have been issued for lead design document
discrepancies that have been determined to involve conditions adverse
to quality.

he second crea of concern was whether our management directives and
implementing procedures are in conflict with each other concerning the
use of a PDC instea3 of a DER to resolve discrepancies in lead design
documents. Implementing procedures FIP-CMi-Ole " Potential Design
Changes", and FIP-Gl-04, " Lea 3 Design Document Index", specifically
provide guidance to determine if a PDC or a DER is required. Fermi
management directive END-G1 " Lead Design Document Index", directed
the use of a DER for all deficiencies in approved design and
non-conformance with procedures for the preparation and control of
drawings, specifications, and other design documents. Since
situations, such as cited in the inspection report, have been found
requiring correction of a typographical error, the intent of the
implementing procedures was to correct such error in an appropriate
manner. The management directive did not address this situation and
will be revised to corre:t this. It will be consistent with the
implementing procedures and not require the issuance of a DER for
errors that are not a condition adverse to quality. The directive
revision will be completed by September 30, 1989.

The third area of concern was to include a discussion of how our PDC,

program assures that design document discrepancies are receiving'

adequate engineering anS QA reviews for considerations such as seismic
and environmental qualification, and other design related analyses
that may be necessary when components originally thought to be
installed are later found not to be.
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-Discrepancies either among design documents or between the design
document and the plant as-built configuration, shall be corrected via

- an Engineering Design Package (EDP) or' an As-Built Notice (ABN) . An
IDP or ABN when issued, conforms to the design control requirements
established in IND-CM1 " Design Control". %is includes, but is not
limited to, a Preliminary Safety Evaluation and Safety Evaluation
(10CFR50.59) where required. In addition, for safety-related-
applications, considerations for seismic and environmental
qualifications of equipment and a design verification via a detailed
design review, an alternate calculation, or qualification testing are

; included. %e design change document will be prepared, . reviewed, and
approved in accordance with the design control program requirements.

Regarding the 'use of PDCs to correct deficiencies in lead design;
documents as discussed in the inspection report, the purpom and scope.
section of procedure FIP-CM1-01, " Potential Design Changes" states:
The PDC is used to identify a problem, a discrepancy, a question or a
proposed design change. PDCs are not intended to replace Deviation
Event Reports for reporting conditions adverse to quality.

Evaluation and disposition of a PDC generally results in either an
answer to the question or an action to issue a design change
document. %e design change documents used are Engineering Design
Packages (EDP) which are for plant mo31fications, and As-Built Notices
(ABN) which are generally for drawing changes or correction of
typographical errors in lead design documents.

In the example identified by the NBC inspector, a discrepancy in the
model number existed between the Central Component (CECO) data base
and an installed pressure indicator. Se PDC evaluation, which
included a Preliminary Safety Evaluation, concluded that the part
number, as specified in the CDC0 data base was inccuplete and included
a typographical error. he PDC disposition required Nuclear
Engineering to issue an ABN to update the CDCO data base. No hardware
change was involved, nor was there a condition adverse to quality;
therefore, no DER was initiated.

Based on the above discussion, the NE's concern about the use of PDCs
to correct deficiencies identified in lead design documents is not
substantiated. Based on current Fermi procedures, a PDC is D_qt used
to correct deficiencies identified in lead design documents. It is
rather used to identify a discrepancy. Design change documents, such
as an Engineering Design Package or an As-built Notice, are used
instead to correct these deficiencies. These design change documents

' conform to design control program requirements.
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